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Question Number One
Read the following text carefully, then in your ANSWERBOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the text.
One of the most important issues In the twenty-first century is a scarcity of fresh water. A
lack of water presents major hurdles to human development. Aside from fulfilling our need
to drink, fresh water also plays a central role in agricultural production.
Water preservation is a major global challenge. Greater development and a perpetually
Increasing population has led to unprecedented demands on all of our resources, which
has In turn led to an increased water shortage. This has prompted Jordan to support new
water conservation programmes, ~
improve the efficiency of irrigation systems in rural
areas. This includes empowering local cooperatives in the implementation of their
knowledge to help improve lives through the conservation of water.
Ultimately, we need to curtail the unwarranted consumption of water if we are to prevail
over the challenges facing Jordan today. Do you have any suggestions about how average
Jordanians can contribute to cutting down on water? Please let me know your ideas.

Question Number One (20 points)
A.
1. What has led to unprecedented demands on all of our resources? (4 points)
2. Quote the sentence which indicates that "fulfilling our need to drink Is Important"
(3 pomts)
3. Find in the text a phrase that means reduce. (2 points)
4. According to the text, the writer says that water Is very Important for our life to stay
alive .. Explain this statement, suggesting three ways to reduce using fresh water.(3 points)
5. What does the underlined word" which" refer to? (2 points)
6. We need to curtail the unwarranted consumption of water. Write down the reason.
(4 points)
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Read the following text carefully, then in your ANSWERBOOKLET answer all
the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the text.
The rainforest of the Amazon region of Brazll in'South America covers five percent of
the wortd's land surface and is home to at teast 30 percent of the wortd's animals and
plants. The area is also Ihe home of 220,000 people from about ill different tribes who
live deep in the forest. The rainforest ~
is an important environment but. because of its
size and location, it also plays aeVitalpart in controlling the wono's climate. It does this by
taking In carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen.
Farmers use most of the new land to grow Soya beans, which they export to other parts of
the world to be used as animal food. Millions of chickens in westem European countries
are fed on South American Soya bean~_lncreasingly, some Soya beans are also being
turned into food for human consumptionj many vegetarian foods are based on Soya
beans. Other areas of the rainforest are deared by ranchers who use the land for their
cattle, by loggers who 'SelHhevaluable tropical hardwood from the trees they cut down, or
by oil companies who are trying to find more oll. These activities help to improve the
economy of the region, but at the expense of the future of the global environment.
In addition to destroying ancient forests and changln'gthe world's climate, deforestation is
having a devastating effect on native populations who'are dependent in the rainforest for
everything they need, from foo<fand toots to medicines and shelter.

Question Number One

A:
1. Mention how does the rainforest control the world's climate?
2. Deforestation is having a devastating effecl on native populations.Write down two
effects
3. Quote the sentence which indicates that" human activities affect the global environment."
4. Find a word in the second paragraphthat means" affecting the whole world"
5. What does the underlined word in the third paragraph" they" refer to?
6. What does the underlined word In the third paragraph" itself" refer to?
7. replace th~ underlined preposition 'In' with the suitable one.
8. Write the underlined number ill correctly.
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B. Critical Thinking:
Water is the most precious resource on earth. Think of this statement and, in two
sentences. write down your point of view
)

Question

Number

Two (15 point)

A. Choose the suitable items from those given in the box to complete each of
the following sentences and write it down in yourANSWER
point)
LI

BOOKLET. (8

11',.--.._.)

d_u_s_t_.
_ex_o_t_ic_._e_r_o_de_._f_o_rg_e_d_._s_e_e_d_s_
.....

I.Fine dry powderthat Is made of very small pieces of earth Is called
t
.
2. After farmers plough their lands. they through
.
3. Yesterday. crowds of people
through the streets towards the embassy.
4. There are many
.intemallonal restaurants in Jordan

B. Study the following dictionary entry carefully and answer the-question
follows. Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOJSLET. (3 point)

that

What does the three-part verb mean in the following sentences?
Every year, engineers come up with new ways of saving watei2011

2 Secretaries use to spend most of their time !la!.!!l!!.lellers and reports
What ~
of music do you like best?
Identify the difference in meaning for the underlined words

,

~

C. Choose the answer fromthose given to' complete each of the following
sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.( 4 point)
1.The
of the world"s migrants move to find a beller life.
(major, majority, majorly)
•
-_
2. Many people believe that the worst crimes are murder and ollier
acts.
(violence, Violent, violently)
3. There would be a chaotic situation in society if there were no
systems.
(law, legal, legally)
Question Number Three (14 point)
A. Correct the verbs between brackets and Write the answer in your ANSWER
BOOKLET.
1.Noor looks sleepy now.'She has
tines all the day. (be. play)
2. Irish people emigrated because so many
of starvation.(die)
3. I
two days at Aqaba last year.(spend)
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B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the
following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1. People writes notes in their diaries
things.
(because, to, In order)

they don't want to forget important

2. My grandfather,who is 70 years old, has been working in the garden since the early
morning. I am sure he is very exhausted.
( must be , can't be , shouldn't be)
3. The Jordanian people are aware
(In ,from ,of)

the need to protect their wildlife.

4. The kids have been playing computer games
(since ,from,
for)

,

two hours

5. Most of the old houses
by storm.
(destroy, Is destroy, are destroyed)
6. In the sentence' building bridges can't be easy; they are complicated structures.; the
speaker is
.
( almost sure that building bridges ts easy, almost sure that building bridges Is
not easy,
unsure whether building bridges ts easy or not)

Question Number Four

A. Complete each of the following sentences in a way it means the same as
the sentence before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
1. I don't have the key of my office
I wish
2. People have hunted elephants for their tusks
Elephants

.
.

B. Study the following pair of sentences, and answer the questions below.
Write the answer in Your ANSWER BOOKLET.( 2point)
Amra: I wish I could speak French.
Batool: I wish I would get up early.
What is the function of 6tool's sentence?
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Question Number Five (15 points)
A.EDDITING (3points)
Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the
following lines that
and
correct the mistakes

)
I

Because their routs, tranks. leaves, ftowers, fruits and-seedzare under
constant attack from mammals plants can 'Injecr painful or Irritating
~su_b_s_te_n_c_e_s_in_to
__~_e_ir_e_n_e_m_le_s_.
~_~)

'J

I

B· GUIDEDWRITING
Read the information in the table below about ,and then in your ANSWER
BOOKLET, write two sentences about the effects of cutting down trees using
the appropriate linking words such as: and , but ,too
etc.
The effects of cutting down trees.
• cause a haaltnyproblems
• leave the soil dry or dusty
• destroy the world's climate
_ .(
L·~r~e~du~~~t~he~O~~Q~Ee~n • .~,~
~

I
~~

C. FREE WRITING:(7 points)
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 811words on ONE of
the following.
1. Desertification is one of the most important problems that is race hundreds of
countries all over the wOild, write an essay about the reason that causes
desertificationand tne suitable ways to prevent our country nom its effects.
2. Most students In.your country try to find a summer job while they are still students.
Write a letter to your friend about the advantages and disadvantages of these jobs
telling him the effects of these job on their career In the future. (You're Name Jihad.
Your address Is P.O. Box1664, Amman, Jordan)
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(3) 4+'i1
Question Number One
A 1. Greater development and a perpetually Increasing population
2. Aside from fulfilling our need to drink, fresh water also plays a central role In agricultural
production
3. cuttlng down on
4. observe unusualanimals up dose and learn about their behaviour.
5. animals
6. want to see animals that they cannot see in their own country.
7, many people, induding environmentalists,believe that zoos help to protect animals
~
are in danger of extinction

B. Critical Thinking
I think tnars right because most of living things depend on water and our planet without
water looks like a grave.

Question number Two
A. 1. dust 2. seeds 3. forged 4. exotic
B. findl write use a machine kindlsort
C. majority I violent I legal

Question Number Three
A been playing, had died, spent,
B because Imust be lof Ifor lare destroyed lalmost sure that building bridges Is not
easy

Question Number Four
A had the keys of my office
2. elephants have been hunted for their tusks
B annoyancel criticism

Question Number Five
A.EDDITING
roots, trunks, seeds, substances

B. GUIDED WRITING
There are many effects of cuttlng down trees, such as causing a healthy problems and
leaving the soil dry dusty, too. Another thing is destroying the world's climate.! also. cuttlng
down trees can destroy the world's climate.

C. FREE WRITING
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